
 

    

 
 
 
 

Recent Carrier Claims Processing Delays and Issues 
 

AmeriHealth Caritas (Formerly LaCare) Bayou Health Plan (BHP) 
 

For Anesthesia providers only: AmeriHealth is sending ‘recovery’ recoupment requests for some anesthesia claims 
with dates of service in 2012-2013 where the dates of service on the claim spanned two or more dates, i.e., case over 
midnight.  AmeriHealth Caritas representatives advised that the affected claims were denied with an error code 258: 
Difference between service dates and quantity.   
Corrected claims must be sent with only the end date as the date of service, not span dates.   
A provider has 90 days to submit a corrected claim from the recovery date to avoid a timely filing (TF) denial.  
 
MEDDATA (MDS) Clients: No action needed; MDS Staff are addressing all claims upon receipt of denial. 
 
Peoples Health 
 

Peoples Health Network (PHN) recently completed a system enhancement to accommodate a service area 
expansion.  Due to the enhancement, PHN is experiencing longer than normal claims processing with delays as 
long as three months from the time of claims submission.  
 
PHN stated they plan to increase their rate of claims processing back to normal within the next 30 Days.  
MEDTRON/MEDDATA will continue to monitor the situation. 
 
United Healthcare/ United Community Plan (BHP) 
 

A recent, probably incorrect, system edit for inclusion of NPI2 or ‘Billing’ Taxonomy codes on electronic (EMC) claim 
was turned off 05/21/2015 in the United claims processing system due to a large number of claims denied across all 
markets.  
United will provide more provider education on the requirements of the billing Taxonomy codes being included on 
claims if indeed they required something other than the Rendering Providers’ Taxonomy code; which currently is 
sent on all EMC claims before they consider turning the problematic edit back on.  
 
United representatives advised that all affected claims would be auto reprocessed within a timeframe of approximately 
30 days or providers could elect to refile the claims that denied solely for the Taxonomy code issue, i.e., ANSI codes: 
CO16, N255.   
 
MEDDATA (MDS) Clients: No action needed; MDS resubmitted all affected claims for payment on 05/25/15. 
 
Other United Prepaid Plan issues with processing, i.e., delay in auto recognizing the OB 39 week modifiers GB, AT, 
GZ (field reps are suggesting a simple EMC refile) and possibly incorrect denials of OB ultrasounds with  
ANSI code: 151 (Payment adjusted because the payer deems the information submitted does not support this 
many/frequency of services.) and simply non response to claims, more updates to follow. 
 
Contact Software Support for assistance or any questions via:  

From MEDPM or MEDEHR Sign On screens, double click on ‘support@medtronsoftware.com’ to compose an email 
to the Software Support Dept. 

-OR- 
Phone:  (985) 234-0599 (local) 
  (800) 978-0599 (toll free) 

-OR- 
Fax:  (985) 234-0609 
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